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1. CASE STUDY - Zenith Pty Ltd
Ex-investment banker, Chris Morrison, established Zenith Pty Ltd in 2017 in order to develop software
to assist with remote customer experiences. Chris identified a need to provide a seamless solution in the
financial services market to remotely take customers through the lifecycle of financial products, from
initial advice, product disclosure, application process, execution and restructuring.
Chris recruited several developers to develop and upgrade Zenith's main software. The more senior of
these developers were offered equity in the company, subject to a vesting schedule (which has been
satisfied).
Chris has used his experience and contacts within the financial services industry to build up a customer
base of over 30 major customers in more than 10 jurisdictions, including major retail banks who use the
software to assist with personal and home loan applications.
As a result of Zenith's impressive growth, the company has won numerous awards and has received
several government grants for early-stage fintech companies.
Zenith has previously undertaken several rounds of fundraising, including Seed rounds and Series A and
B rounds in 2019 and 2020 which were backed by the corporate VC arm of a major retail bank (which is a
key customer), an early-stage VC firm and a sovereign investment fund.
Zenith currently has 150,000 shares on issue and has a 10% employee equity pool. The latest valuation
of the company was $50 million.
Zenith's software is primarily developed in-house by its employees, however it has in the past engaged
with contractors and third party developers to develop certain functionality. Given the nature of the
business of Zenith's key customers, privacy and cyber security is a paramount concern to the company.
Whilst it doesn't store any of its customers' data itself, Chris is well aware of how damaging a cyber
breach would be to the company and its reputation in the market. Zenith, whilst based in Australia, has
customers which are based in jurisdictions with more rigorous privacy laws than Australia.
Whilst Zenith has been revenue positive for several years, it is still loss-making. Zenith's cash burn rate
is also very high, mainly due to high labour and R&D costs. Chris draws a salary of approximately
$300,000 per annum, and there are two other management shareholders with salaries above $200,000
per year.
Given the high cash burn, Zenith is starting to run out of "runway", and so is looking to raise $10 million
of further capital which will allow the company to operate for a further 24 months at a loss-making
position (in advance of Chris' plan to IPO the company in late 2021). Two of Zenith's retail banking
customers have indicated that they would be prepared to invest in the company via their corporate VC
arms.
Chris has also recently received a tax assessment following the sell-down of performance shares which
he received when he was working as an investment banker, and is looking to sell some of his shares in
Zenith to free up some cash to pay his tax bill.
Chris has spoken to all of the major and minor shareholders in the Company who have all indicated that
they wish to participate in the further fundraising round (and are also prepared to acquire Chris' shares
that he wishes to sell-down).
Given your firm acted for Zenith on the Series A and B rounds, Chris asks you to assist with running
Zenith's Series C / pre-IPO capital raise.
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2. Legal framework for a pre-IPO capital raising
Recap of relevant case study facts:
 Zenith is a private company.
 Zenith has approximately 15 shareholders, of which 4 are large shareholders (including the founder).
 IPO planned for late 2021.

4

2.1 What is pre-IPO

Notes:

2.2 Regulatory Framework

 There have also been recent regulatory changes in Australia (in 2017) to allow for equity-based crowdfunding.
This type of capital raising is typically utilised by early-stage, consumer facing companies raising smaller amounts,
however there are some examples of later-stage Australian companies successfully taking advantage of this regime.
Notes:

2.3 Raising capital at different stages of the
life cycle of a company

 The type of capital raised by a company will likely differ throughout its life-cycle. Seed capital is likely to be in the
form of ordinary shares, simple convertible loans or SAFEs (or, as discussed above, crowdfunding campaigns), whereas
later stage capital is likely to involve more sophisticated investors (such as VC firms or corporate VCs) who will require
preferred rights over ordinary shareholders.
Notes:

2.4 Structure and implementation of a pre-IPO
capital raise

 If the capital raised is from existing investors only (ie follow-on investments), then the structure and implementation
will likely be much simpler.
Notes:

3. Considerations of the best form of capital
(equity v debt)
Recap of relevant case study facts:
 Zenith has undertaken previous Series A and B rounds in 2019 and 2020 backed by a major retail
bank, an early-stage VC firm and a sovereign investment fund.
 Zenith also has a number of small shareholders who participated in Seed rounds.
 Zenith has positive revenue, but is loss making.
 Zenith's cash burn rate is high.
 Two of Zenith's retail banking customers indicate that they would like to invest in the company.
 All of Zenith's existing shareholders also wish to participate in the next fundraising.
 Chris plans to IPO Zenith in late 2021.
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3.1 Equity Capital v Debt Capital

 Bank debt is unlikely to be readily available for early-stage companies, or available on appropriate terms.
 Ordinary shares / SAFEs are typically only issued at seed stage as more sophisticated investors are likely to require
preferred terms.
Notes:

3.2 Typical investment structure

Notes:

3.3 Equity investment

 Company will need to have a value ascribed to it in order to value the equity to be issued, which may be difficult to
determine for early-stage companies or companies which are pre-revenue.
Notes:

3.4 Convertible Loan Note

Notes:

3.5 Key considerations for the form of capital
a) Company / Founders


Availability of capital.



Cost of raising the capital (legal fees, etc).



Urgency of capital requirements.



Continuing to have control over the management of the business.



Ability / willingness to ascribe a value to the equity.



Relative bargaining power in order to obtain acceptable terms.

b) Investors


Ability to oversee investment (Board / Observer rights).



Ranking of investment in a liquidation scenario.



Relative bargaining power in order to obtain acceptable terms.



Identity of existing investors.

Q&A - Based on the relevant case study facts, which form of capital would you expect Zenith to issue
and why?

4. Documentation
Recap of relevant case study facts:
 Zenith has undertaken previous Series A and B rounds in 2019 and 2020 backed by a major retail
bank, an early-stage VC firm and a sovereign investment fund.
 Zenith also has a number of small shareholders who participated in Seed rounds.
 Chris wishes to sell-down a portion of his investment as part of the fundraising round.
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4.1 Typical documentation for investment
structures

 More sophisticated investors subscribing for Convertible Loan Notes may require a more fulsome Subscription
Agreement-style document with more substantive terms, warranties, etc.
Notes:

5. Key Equity Terms
Recap of relevant case study facts:
 Zenith has undertaken previous Series A and B rounds in 2019 and 2020 backed by a major retail
bank, an early-stage VC firm and a sovereign investment fund.
 Zenith also has a number of small shareholders who participated in Seed rounds.
 Zenith has positive revenue, but is loss making.
 Latest valuation was $50 million.
 Two of Zenith's retail banking customers indicate that they would like to invest in the company.
 All of Zenith's existing shareholders also wish to participate in the next fundraising.
 Chris wishes to sell-down a portion of his investment as part of the fundraising round.
 Chris plans to IPO Zenith in late 2021.
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5.1 Participation Rights

 Pay-to-play provisions are also common whereby investors are forced to participate in later rounds, with nonparticipation resulting in the automatic conversion of their preference shares into ordinary shares.
Notes:

5.2 Board Representation

 Some investors may choose to appoint an observer rather than a director given the duties and liabilities associated
with being a director of a company.
Notes:

5.3 Reserved Matters

 The number of reserved matters can, in our experience, vary significantly between transactions - ranging from 3-4
points to several pages of requirements.
Notes:

5.4 Liquidation preference

Notes:

5.5 Conversion into ordinary shares

 Conversion rights are particularly relevant to IPOs as it is preferable for a company to go public with a single class of
shares.
Notes:

5.6 Anti-dilution mechanism

 Anti-dilution mechanisms are beneficial for investors to protecting the value of their shares from being diluted in the
event of a "down-round" (i.e. a later capital raising that is undertaken at a lower valuation).
 There are two main types of mechanisms:


full ratchet - adjusts the investor's share price down to the price of the down-round; and



weighted average - adjusts the investor's share price down to a price taking into account the number of shares
issued in the down-round, not just the actual valuation

Notes:

5.7 Right of first refusal

Notes:

5.8 Drag-along and tag-along rights

Notes:

5.9 Warranties

 Later round investors may argue that they should have the sole benefit of warranties given that the other investors
have existing oversight over the company operations.
 If all investors have the benefit of the warranties, the major investors should agree how warranty claims are
triggered (e.g. unanimous agreement of the major investors) and who should have conduct of the warranty claim.
Notes:

5.10 What should be the focus of each party?
a) Company / Founders


Any terms that are agreed in a funding round will set the base for later funding rounds, and may make the
company an unattractive prospect for later-stage investments.



Relative bargaining power of the parties. Is capital readily available in the market and how urgent are the
company's capital requirements.



Level of control over the company they are willing to give up.



What is the profile of the investor? Are they an investor that the company is wanting to partner with for
growth, or are they a passive investor simply looking for return on their investment?



Limitation of potential liability for the company and the founders.



Path to exit.

b) Investors


Who are the existing investors and on what terms have they invested.



Relative bargaining power of the parties. Is capital readily available in the market and how urgent are the
company's capital requirements.



Level of oversight required over their investment, and control required over the conduct of the company's
business.



Risk profile of the investment and mechanisms to mitigate the risk.



Protection of valuation of the investment in later funding rounds.



Path to exit.

Q&A - Based on the relevant case study facts, and given the profile of the new investors, do you think
Zenith is likely to offer more investor-friendly terms and why?

6. Key Convertible Note Terms
Recap of relevant case study facts:
 Zenith has undertaken previous Series A and B rounds in 2019 and 2020 backed by a major retail
bank, an early-stage VC firm and a sovereign investment fund.
 Zenith also has a number of small shareholders who participated in Seed rounds.
 Zenith has positive revenue, but is loss making.
 Latest valuation was $50 million.
 Two of Zenith's retail banking customers indicate that they would like to invest in the company.
 All of Zenith's existing shareholders also wish to participate in the next fundraising.
 Chris wishes to sell-down a portion of his investment as part of the fundraising round.
 Chris plans to IPO Zenith in late 2021.
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6.1 Interest Rate

Notes:

6.2 Conversion Events

Notes:

(a) Next equity financing

Notes:

(b) Trade sale prior to next equity financing

Notes:

(c) Maturity date

Notes:

6.3 Conversion Price

Notes:

(a) Valuation Cap

Notes:

(b) Discount

Notes:

7. Due diligence
Recap of relevant case study facts:
 Zenith has approximately 15 shareholders, of which 4 are large shareholders (including the founder).
 Zenith has 150,000 ordinary shares on issue.
 All of Zenith's existing shareholders also wish to participate in the next fundraising.
 Chris wishes to sell-down a portion of his investment as part of the fundraising round.
 Zenith has a 10% employee equity pool.
 Develops software to assist with remote customer experiences.
 Has >30 major clients in >10 countries, including major retail banks that use the software to assist
with loan applications.
 Software is developed by a mix of employees, contractors and third party developers.
 Given the nature of the business and its customers, privacy and cyber security is paramount to
Zenith.
 Zenith receives various government grants for early-stage tech companies.
 Zenith's cash burn rate is high, mainly due to high labour costs and R&D.
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7.1 Corporate structure

 Early-stage companies often, in our experience, have inadequate record-keeping practices or have undertaken
corporate actions (such as share issues, buy-backs, capital reductions, etc) without obtaining legal advice and often
incorrectly. Accordingly, later-stage investors may be particularly interested in ensuring that the capital structure is as
has been represented to them.
Notes:

7.2 Intellectual property

Notes:

7.3 Employees

Notes:

8. Exits
Recap of relevant case study facts:
 All of Zenith's existing shareholders also wish to participate in the next fundraising.
 Chris wishes to sell-down a portion of his investment as part of the fundraising round.
 Chris plans to IPO Zenith in late 2021.
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8.1 Different paths to exit

Notes:

Additional notes:
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